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Agile and Keyless Cloud Security Response 

To manage cloud security, you need to meet  constantly 
changing infrastructures and expanded threat surfaces 
with agility and flexibility. You also have to coordinate with 
 distributed teams across your organization.
However, cloud security data and processes are often isolated 
from traditional security measures, leading to a lack of visi-
bility. Managing service credentials is also time-consuming 
since each service needs keys or passwords to call different 
sets of application programing interfaces (APIs). The ensuing 
credential transfer and storage can result in exposed assets 
that attackers can exploit.
With Cortex™ XSOAR, you can orchestrate and automate secu-
rity incident response across a variety of Amazon Web Services 
(AWS®) services in a keyless and secure manner. Even the most 
complex AWS environments can be automated for faster, more 
scalable incident response.

Integrations
Products: Prisma Cloud, Amazon  Athena,  Amazon Cloud-
Watch Logs, Amazon  DynamoDB, Amazon  Detective,  Amazon 
EC2, Amazon GuardDuty,  Amazon Route 53,  Amazon S3, 
 Amazon SQS, AWS ACM, AWS CloudTrail, AWS IAM, AWS 
IAM Access Analyzer, AWS Lambda, AWS Security Hub, AWS 
 Network Firewall.

Integration Features
Through integration with AWS, Cortex XSOAR can:
• Ingest aggregated alert data from AWS Security Hub, 

 Amazon GuardDuty®, and Amazon Simple Queue Service 
(SQS) to create incidents in Cortex XSOAR and trigger auto-
mated playbooks tied to those incidents.

• Leverage AWS identity and access management (IAM) 
roles for securely automating tasks without credentials or 
API keys.

• Access and edit log groups and policies from Amazon 
 CloudWatch Logs within Cortex XSOAR, either as  automated 
playbook tasks or in real time.

• Obtain event history of AWS account activity from AWS 
CloudTrail within Cortex XSOAR.

• Execute and automate operations tasks involving Amazon 
DynamoDB®.

• Execute tasks tied to management of Amazon S3, EC2, and 
SQS from Cortex XSOAR.

• Capture DNS information from Route 53 through  automated 
tasks run on Cortex XSOAR.

• Initiate or get query execution details from Amazon Athena.
• Retrieve account information and invoke Lambda functions 

from within Cortex XSOAR.
• Get access policy findings from IAM Access Analyzer.
• Get threat intelligence and behavioral insights from 

 Amazon Detective.
• Leverage hundreds of Cortex XSOAR product integrations 

to further enrich AWS alerts and coordinate response 
across security functions.

• Run thousands of commands (including for AWS) inter-
actively via a ChatOps interface while collaborating with 
other analysts and the Cortex XSOAR chatbot.

Benefits
 

Orchestrate cloud security  monitoring, 
 enrichment, and response actions 
through playbooks.
 
Avoid credential management through 
seamless use of IAM roles for API 
 integrations.
 
Reduce time to resolution by using one 
platform to collaborate, investigate, and 
document.
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Use Case No. 1: Automated Enrichment and 
 Response for Cloud Security Incidents

Challenge
If cloud security consoles are isolated from other functions, 
such as EDR, malware analysis, and threat intelligence, it 
 becomes time-consuming and repetitive for  security analysts 
to cross-reference alerts from cloud security tools, get further 
context, and coordinate containment and response. Processes 
diverge depending on the analyst who handles the incident, 
and this leads to differing response quality.

Solution
Analysts can use the AWS Security Hub, Amazon  GuardDuty, 
or Amazon SQS integrations to ingest alert data, create 
 incidents in Cortex XSOAR, and trigger standardized, auto-
mated playbooks for responding to those incidents. These 
playbooks can enrich the alert with more event details from 
GuardDuty, DNS information from Route 53, log information 
from Amazon CloudWatch Logs, access information from 
AWS IAM and AWS IAM Access Analyzer, threat intelligence 

from Amazon Detective, and many other actions from AWS 
services. Playbooks can also coordinate across hundreds of 
other products to extract wider context without the need for 
screen switching and manual repetition.
For example, a playbook could query GuardDuty for IP sets, 
use Route 53 for domain information, and retrieve message 
queues from SQS before updating bucket policies from S3 and 
deleting instances from EC2 as response actions.

Benefit
Aggregating AWS data across products and executing  actions 
from a central console can save screen switching time. 
 Orchestrating other product actions in the same window can 
also help analysts coordinate across security functions for 
richer and more comprehensive incident context.
For example, Cortex XSOAR playbooks can automate 
 extraction of indicators of compromise (IOCs) before pushing 
those IOCs to block lists across both cloud and on-premises 
environments.
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Figure 1: Automated enrichment and response

Figure 2: Automation of manual tasks with playbooks
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Use Case No. 2: Keyless Automation of Tasks 
for Zero Trust Security

Challenge
Using static credentials tied to AWS services is an exercise that 
poses potential business and security risk.  Securely passing 
the credentials among teams during hand-offs,  managing 
the keys for each app at a central location, and ensuring that 
external forces don’t get access to these credentials are all 
 exercises that involve additional work and don’t represent the 
most secure option.

Solution
Cortex XSOAR’s integration with AWS IAM enables users and 
automated playbooks to access AWS services in a secure and 
keyless manner. Users can leverage IAM roles from within 
Cortex XSOAR, attach privileges and users to those roles, and 
execute automated actions through playbooks tied to those 
roles without the need for credential storage and transfer. 

Benefit
A keyless approach ensures that no credentials slip through 
the cracks onto external domains, thus minimizing the 
possibilities of attacks perpetrated through weak creden-
tial management. Enterprises can continue to leverage the 
benefits of actioning complex AWS environment use cases 
through automation without sacrificing the granular role-
based security of AWS services. 
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Use Case No. 3: Interactive, Real-Time 
 Investigation for Complex Threats

Challenge
While standardized, repeatable playbooks can  automate 
commonly performed tasks to ease analyst load, an attack 
investigation usually requires additional tasks, such as piv-
oting from one suspicious indicator to another to  gather 
critical evidence, drawing relations between incidents, 
and  finalizing resolution. Running these commands traps 
 analysts in a screen-switching cycle during investigations 
and a documentation-chasing cycle afterward.

Solution
After running enrichment playbooks, analysts can then gain 
greater visibility and new actionable information about the 
attack by running AWS commands in the Cortex XSOAR War 
Room. For example, if playbook results provide alert details, 
analysts can get the GuardDuty detector tied to the alert or the 
list of resources affected by the alert in real time. Analysts can 
also run commands from other security tools in real time using 
the War Room, ensuring a single-console view for end-to-end 
investigation.  
The War Room will document all analyst actions and suggest 
the most effective analysts and command sets with time.

Figure 3: Execution of keyless automation
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Benefit
The War Room allows analysts to quickly pivot and run 
unique commands relevant to incidents in their network 
from a common window. All participating analysts will have 
full task-level visibility of the process and be able to run and 
document commands from the same window. This also pre-
vents the need to collate information from multiple sources 
for documentation.

About Cortex XSOAR
Palo Alto Networks Cortex™ XSOAR is a comprehensive 
 security orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR) 
platform that combines security automation, case manage-
ment, real-time collaboration, and native threat intelligence 
management to serve  security teams across the incident life-
cycle. With Cortex XSOAR, security teams can standardize 
processes, automate repeatable tasks, and manage incidents 
across their security product stack to improve response time 
and analyst productivity.

Figure 4: Remote execution of commands from within XSOAR


